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where it comes from, where it’s going, and why it’s all about faith
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When your bank makes you a loan, where does the money come 
from?

a) Money deposited in the bank by other people and companies

b) Money lent to the bank by the Bank of England

c) Dividends from Queen Anne’s Bounty, a sum of money invested by Queen Anne in the East India 
Company in 1710

d) Created out of thin air by the bank

e) From Jeremy Corbyn’s Magic Money Tree
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Source Source Source

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/quarterly-bulletin/2014/q1/money-in-the-modern-economy-an-introduction
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1057521914001070?via%3Dihub
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/quarterly-bulletin/2014/q1/money-creation-in-the-modern-economy
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/quarterly-bulletin/2014/q1/money-in-the-modern-economy-an-introduction
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1057521914001070?via%3Dihub
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/quarterly-bulletin/2014/q1/money-creation-in-the-modern-economy
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When your bank makes you a loan, where does the money come 
from?

The roots of this practice lie in the 
early 17th century.  At that time, 
goldsmiths had become very 
significant figures because people 
used to deposit their gold, silver and 
other valuables with them for safe 
keeping in their vaults.  The 
goldsmiths would issue deposit 
receipts in return.  These deposit 
receipts were a form of IOU.  Three 
hugely important developments 
followed from this.  

Source

https://neweconomics.org/2012/12/where-does-money-come-from
https://neweconomics.org/2012/12/where-does-money-come-from
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When your bank makes you a loan, where does the money come 
from?

First, over the course of time, 
people began to accept these 
deposit receipts, or IOUs, as a form 
of cash, or means of exchange, in 
everyday purchases – rather like an 
endorsed cheque.
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When your bank makes you a loan, where does the money come 
from?

Second, goldsmiths came to 
realise that they could lend out 
some of the gold and silver 
coins they held on deposit, and 
charge interest to the 
borrowers in doing so. 
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When your bank makes you a loan, where does the money come 
from?

Finally, the goldsmiths also realised that, since 
their deposit receipts were now being widely 
used as cash, borrowers would be prepared to 
accept loans issued in the form of these receipts 
rather than insist on gold or silver coinage.  As a 
result, goldsmiths were able to issue receipts for 
more coinage than they actually held.  After all, 
who would know the difference?  Provided 
people trusted the goldsmith, that is they 
believed that he held enough hard currency in 
the form of gold and silver to cash in a given 
receipt, everyone was happy.
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When your bank makes you a loan, where does the money come 
from?

These are the origins (in the UK) of 
fractional reserve banking, the 
practice of lending out more 
money, effectively in the form of 
IOUs, than you actually hold.  This 
‘extra’ money is created out of 
thin air.  Banks, the present day 
equivalents of goldsmiths, 
effectively have a licence to print 
money. 
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When your bank makes you a loan, where does the money come 
from?

So, for example, at the time of the 2008 
financial crash, UK commercial banks held just 
£1.25 in central bank reserves for every £100 
loaned out to customers. 
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Shocked?  You’re not alone

‘The modern banking system manufactures money out of nothing.  The process is perhaps the most 
astounding piece of sleight of hand that was ever invented.’

Lord Stamp, 1880-1941, Bank of England Director

‘The process by which banks create money is so simple the mind is repelled.’
J.K. Galbraith, 1908-2006, economist, advisor to John F. Kennedy

‘It is well enough that the people of the nation do not understand our banking and monetary system, 
for if they did, I believe there would be a revolution before tomorrow morning.’ 

Henry Ford, 1863-1947, attrib.
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The Bank of England sets the scene

In 1694 a group of wealthy merchants lent King William III of 
England (William of Orange) £1.2 million to spend on war 
against the French, repayable at 8% per annum.  

In return, the King’s creditors were allowed to create their own 
private bank with unique public privileges – the Bank of 
England.
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The Bank of England sets the scene

David Graeber, Debt: The First 5000 Years, 2011, 
p.49:

The investors ‘received a royal monopoly 
on the issuance of banknotes.  What this 
meant in practice was they had the right to 
advance IOUs for a portion of the money 
the King now owed them to any inhabitant 
of the kingdom willing to borrow from 
them, or willing to deposit their own money 
in the bank – in effect, to circulate or 
“monetize” the newly created royal debt.’

Source

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debt:_The_First_5000_Years
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The Bank of England sets the scene
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Source

https://press.princeton.edu/books/ebook/9781400822102/city-of-capital
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The Bank of England sets the scene

This is why Bank of England notes still bear 
the legend, ‘I promise to pay the bearer on 
demand the sum of...’   

It is a mere IOU, in essence, and so reflects a 
relationship between people: the Chief 
Cashier representing the Bank of England, 
and so the state; the state’s creditors, those 
from whom the state has borrowed; and 
finally the bearer of the IOU.
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Money as IOU

This reflects the Credit Theory of money, whereby 
‘money’ simply means a social bond of credit and 
debt.  Money need not have any value in and of 
itself.  It is just a claim on the wealth of others – an 
IOU.  That’s why it can take the form of a piece of 
paper or, increasingly these days, just a number 
stored in a computer somewhere.
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What money is:  (1) IOU  (2) proxy for useful things  (3) tax

whatever the government will accept as tax

credit/ debt
Credit Theory

a commodity, & proxy for other commodities



Money: 
where it comes from - today
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Both central banks and commercial banks can create money

There are currently THREE different kinds of money in circulation in any given national economy:

CENTRAL BANKS (e.g. Bank of England, US Federal Reserve) create
1) Physical cash (notes and coins) – circulated widely
2) Digital money as reserves for the national government and for commercial banks

COMMERCIAL BANKS (e.g. NatWest, Lloyds) create
3) Digital money as deposits for individual & business customers

COMMERCIAL
BANKS

INDIVIDUALS
& COMPANIES

CENTRAL
BANK

IOU
Deposits

IOU
Cash

IOU
Reserves
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Both central banks and commercial banks can create money
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… and boy have they been busy lately
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… and boy have they been busy lately
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… and boy have they been busy lately

Source Source Source

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/boeapps/database/index.asp?first=yes&SectionRequired=A&HideNums=-1&ExtraInfo=false&Travel=NIxSTx
https://web.archive.org/web/20171016131101/http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/quarterlybulletin/2014/longrunmoneydata.xls
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/quarterly-bulletin/2005/publication-of-narrow-money-data-the-implications-of-money-market-reform.pdf?la=en&hash=8E257F26B9F9C1BE1F484B8174C91B441509352D
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… and boy have they been busy lately

Source Source Source Source

‘Excess’ money created 
as interest-bearing debt 
by commercial banks

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/boeapps/database/index.asp?first=yes&SectionRequired=A&HideNums=-1&ExtraInfo=false&Travel=NIxSTx
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp
https://www.nationwidehousepriceindex.co.uk/download/uk-house-prices-since-1952
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Too many claims on wealth, not enough wealth

Philip Coggan, financial journalist, on Radio 4 Start the Week, 16 
January 2012:

‘Over the last 40 years we have had no constraints on the 
creation of money; and it has all been used to buy assets. 

‘So we’ve had this series of bubbles in which borrowed money 
has been used to buy houses, shares, whatever.  And every 
time the result of that has been that the finance sector has 
expanded very rapidly. 

‘So Wall Street now depends on the Central Bank to prop up 
asset markets and keep prices high.  

‘We’ve created more claims on wealth than we have created 
wealth itself – that’s the problem.’

Source

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b019f8b5
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Too many claims on wealth, not enough wealth

‘We’re not going to pay these debts back.’

Options?
● Debt default – collapse of stock, bond and real estate markets
● Inflation (allowing money to lose value/ purchasing power)

● Consumer price inflation
● Asset (real estate, stocks & shares) price inflation

(‘A choice between bleeding to death and suffering a heart attack’ – 
Fabio Vighi)

‘One way or another, something negative will happen.’

https://thephilosophicalsalon.com/a-system-on-life-support/
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The return of inflation

Source Source

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/boeapps/database/Bank-Rate.asp
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices#timeseries
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/boeapps/database/Bank-Rate.asp


Money: 
where it’s going
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Where do we go from here?

Nouriel Roubini, emeritus professor of economics, New York University, 1 July 
2021:

‘As inflation rises over the next few years, central banks will face a 
dilemma.  If they start phasing out unconventional policies and 
raising policy rates to fight inflation, they will risk triggering a massive 
debt crisis and severe recession; but if they maintain a loose monetary 
policy, they will risk double-digit inflation—and deep stagflation when 
the next negative supply shocks emerge…

Source

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-looming-stagflationary-debt-crisis-will-deliver-a-one-two-punch-to-markets-and-economies-11625078897
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Where do we go from here?

‘Under these conditions, central banks will be damned if they do and 
damned if they don’t, and many governments will be semi-insolvent 
and thus unable to bail out banks, corporations, and households.  The 
doom loop of sovereigns and banks in the Eurozone after the global 
financial crisis [of 2008] will be repeated world-wide, sucking in 
households, corporations, and shadow banks as well.

‘As matters stand...
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Where do we go from here?

‘… this slow-motion train wreck looks unavoidable.’
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Where do we go from here?
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The future?  Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs)
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The future?  Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs)

A Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) would constitute a new, FOURTH kind of money:

CENTRAL BANKS (e.g. Bank of England, US Federal Reserve) create
1) Physical cash – circulated widely
2) Digital money as reserves for the national government and for commercial banks
3) CBDC as deposits for individuals & companies holding accounts at the central bank (via an agent) – 

‘digital wallets’ – potentially distributed to all citizens as a Universal Basic Income (UBI)

COMMERCIAL BANKS (e.g. NatWest, Lloyds) create
4) Digital money as deposits for individual & business customers
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CBDC alongside other forms of money
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The status quo
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CBDC: some possible initial features 

● Account-based (cf. existing commercial bank accounts) rather than token-based (cf. Bitcoin)
● Personal digital ID will be required

● CBDC customer accounts managed by commercial banks &/or other Payment Service 
Providers

● Enters circulation reactively in response to demand & via commercial banks, as per cash
● Circulates alongside commercial bank money and cash
● Accounts could be interest-bearing (including negative interest rates)

● Interest rates could be tiered, e.g. 1% p.a. on first £1000, 0% on next £1000, -2% on 
anything above £2000

● ‘The ability of the central bank to control the impact of a CBDC on the monetary system is 
paramount to its existence and appeal’  (Bikas & Livingstone, Money We Trust, 2020)

Source Source Source

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/paper/2021/responses-to-the-bank-of-englands-march-2020-discussion-paper-on-cbdc
https://positivemoney.org/money-we-trust/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidbirch/2022/08/03/when-the-cbdc-revolution-comes-it-wont-beon-the-blockchain/
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/paper/2021/responses-to-the-bank-of-englands-march-2020-discussion-paper-on-cbdc
https://positivemoney.org/money-we-trust/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidbirch/2022/08/03/when-the-cbdc-revolution-comes-it-wont-beon-the-blockchain/
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CBDC and Universal Basic Income (UBI)

BBC Radio 4 How Low Can Rates Go? 21 July 2016:

UBI, a form of ‘helicopter money’, is a 
‘controversial idea, which until recently 
economists never considered a realistic proposal, 
so great are its risks…  

‘The simplest form of helicopter money is the 
idea that independent central banks, subject to 
inflation targets, would make transfers directly 
to households [potentially in CBDC]…  

‘The UK Treasury would agree with the Bank of England that the Bank 
will make an equal transfer to all households in the UK, and it has the 
power to do that in the quantity and with the frequency that it deems 
necessary.’

Source

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07krycg
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CBDCs are ‘programmable’:  some potential features
A central bank (under government direction?) could:
● Monitor all personal financial transactions
● Impose negative interest rates on accounts
● Place expiry/devaluation dates on UBI payments to encourage prompt spending (demurrage)
● Limit spending to certain goods and services
● Limit spending to certain geographical locations
● Assign bespoke individual tax rates and fines 
● Freeze a recipient’s bank account
● Tailor payments to favour certain social groups 

‘CBDCs are not just a matter of technology, but also a matter of political power and social justice.  
They have the potential to unleash unintended, unwanted and unexpected societal consequences.’ 
(Freiman, ‘Central bank digital currencies could mean the end of democracy’, 2022)

Source Source

https://theconversation.com/central-bank-digital-currencies-could-mean-the-end-of-democracy-187505
https://positivemoney.org/money-we-trust/
https://theupheaval.substack.com/p/just-say-no-to-cbdcs
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Maybe they could, but they wouldn’t – right?

BBC Radio 4 How Low Can Rates Go? 21 July 2016:

‘Andy Haldane is the Chief Economist of the Bank of 
England. He has postulated the idea of a cashless society, 
currency distributed through a digital wallet.  It’s a radical 
and controversial idea, but it could serve a purpose.  
Electronic cash could make using the lever of interest rates 
more effective, especially if those rates drop below zero, 
since the value of the money in your digital wallet could go 
up or down.  And the technology to make this possible is 
with us today…  

“In principle you could earn a return on your cash… [but 
equally] it would provide a degree of extra potency for 
monetary policy to set negative rates if so required...”’
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Maybe they could, but they wouldn’t – right?

Agustin Carstens, General Manager, Bank for International 
Settlements, 19 October 2020:

Regarding CBDCs, ‘we tend to establish the equivalence 
with cash.  And there is a huge difference there.  For 
example, with cash, we don’t know who’s using a $100 
bill today, we don’t know who’s using a 1000 peso bill 
today.  A key difference with the CBDC is that the central 
bank will have absolute control over the rules and 
regulations that will determine the use of that 
expression of central bank liability.  And also we will 
have the technology to enforce that.  Those two issues 
are extremely important, and that makes a huge 
difference with respect to what cash is.’  

Source

https://meetings.imf.org/en/2020/Annual/Schedule/2020/10/19/imf-cross-border-payments-a-vision-for-the-future
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Maybe they could, but they wouldn’t – right?

Source

https://www.idea.int/gsod/
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Maybe they could, but they wouldn’t – right?

BBC Radio 4 How Low Can Rates Go? 21 July 2016:

‘The fact that we are even considering such possibilities 
[as helicopter money/UBI and a CBDC]… shows how 
dependent we have become on central banks as the 
only game in town…

‘If events like Brexit generate recessions, central banks 
will start from a weak position, with all conventional 
room for manoeuvre gone.  They will be forced to 
embark on still more experiments, and we are the 
guinea pigs.  This is an unpredictable, uncomfortable 
and unprecedented condition for our economies, with 
profoundly worrying political implications.  It seems set 
to last.’
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The future of money: dream or nightmare?
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The future of money: dream?

Joseph Huber, emeritus professor of economic sociology, Martin 
Luther University, Halle, Germany, January 2020:

‘Despite foreseeable frictions related to the coexistence of 
CBDC and [commercial] bank money, introducing CBDC is a 
step in the right direction, that is, pending the tidal change 
from bank money to CBDC.  By comparison, the problems 
inherent in the present near-complete rule of [commercial] 
bank money and other new money surrogates [e.g. Bitcoin] 
are still much bigger.  It is about time to recall the 
sovereign monetary prerogatives.’

Source

https://sovereignmoney.site/dominant-money-ii-the-rise-of-sovereign-digital-currency
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The future of money: dream?

Nouriel Roubini, emeritus professor of economics, New York University, 
19 November 2018:

A CBDC ‘would amount to a financial revolution – and one that 
would yield many benefits.  Central banks would be in a much 
better position to control credit bubbles, stop bank runs, prevent 
maturity mismatches, and regulate risky credit/lending decisions 
by private banks…

‘In due time, CBDC-based narrow banking and loanable-funds 
intermediaries could ensure a better and more stable financial 
system.  If the alternatives are a crisis-prone fractional-reserve 
system and a crypto-dystopia, then we should remain open to 
the idea.’

Source

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/nov/19/why-central-bank-digital-currencies-will-destroy-bitcoin
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The future of money: nightmare?

Richard Werner, professor of banking, De Montfort University, 1 October 
2016:

‘Central banks are now in the process of consolidating their 
powers.  They wish to get rid of competition in the form of paper 
money or [commercial] bank credit.  They are driving both cash 
and bank credit out of business through their negative interest 
rates, which are not designed to stimulate the economy, but to 
create deflation and further havoc - havoc that they intend to 
instrumentalise to accelerate their goal of becoming the complete 
masters of our lives, by allowing only digital currency that they 
issue and control – and that they can monitor in terms of all 
transactions, and that they can switch off, if, for instance, some 
pesky dissident criticizes them too much.’

Source

https://professorwerner.org/category/articles-essays/
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The future of money: nightmare?

Fabio Vighi, professor of critical theory and Italian, Cardiff University, 
18 October 2021:

‘As public debates are silenced by censorship and intimidation, 
we are being escorted to a bio-techno-capitalist dystopia 
whose hellish character is likely to manifest itself fully with the 
next global crisis.  This would justify the rolling out of CBDCs…  

‘Digital cash linked to digital identity is shorthand for hi-tech 
monetary serfdom, which will be extended to the unemployed 
first (e.g. UBI recipients), and potentially to most of us.  When 
Larry Fink (BlackRock CEO) says that “markets prefer 
totalitarian governments to democracies”, we should better 
believe him.’

Source

https://thephilosophicalsalon.com/the-central-bankers-long-covid-emergency-noise-and-conspiracys-best-kept-secret/
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Where’s the faith in all that?

Our ultimate loyalties and commitments are not supplementary to mundane acts of faith and trust, 
but rather expressed though them. 

Where your treasure is, there your heart will be also.    Matthew 6: 21
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Where’s the faith in all that?

1) ‘Created out of thin air’ – faith in something that doesn’t yet exist, i.e. new value;  

2) Fractional Reserve Banking – faith that your money will be available when you want it;  

3) Money as IOU - faith that your money will be accepted in exchange for useful things;  

4) Economic growth - faith that an economic system based on interest-bearing debt can continue 
growing forever;  

5) Helicopter money, CBDC, etc. - faith that financial & monetary innovations can enable the system 
to continue;  

6) CBDC programmability - faith that the Great Reset won’t go totalitarian. 
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More on CBDC and UBI

CBDC       

https://positivemoney.org/tag/cbdc/

https://sovereignmoney.site/

https://cbdctracker.org/

https://www.neweconomybrief.net/the-digest/digital-currencies

https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2022/02/09/sp020922-the-future-of-money-gearing-up-for-central-bank-digit
al-currency

https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/175/economic-affairs-committee/news/160221/central-bank-digital-c
urrencies-a-solution-in-search-of-a-problem-report-published/

https://theconversation.com/central-bank-digital-currencies-could-mean-the-end-of-democracy-187505

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-022-01404-9

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jun/14/central-bank-digital-currency-uk-economy

https://positivemoney.org/tag/cbdc/
https://sovereignmoney.site/
https://cbdctracker.org/
https://www.neweconomybrief.net/the-digest/digital-currencies
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2022/02/09/sp020922-the-future-of-money-gearing-up-for-central-bank-digital-currency
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2022/02/09/sp020922-the-future-of-money-gearing-up-for-central-bank-digital-currency
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/175/economic-affairs-committee/news/160221/central-bank-digital-currencies-a-solution-in-search-of-a-problem-report-published/
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/175/economic-affairs-committee/news/160221/central-bank-digital-currencies-a-solution-in-search-of-a-problem-report-published/
https://theconversation.com/central-bank-digital-currencies-could-mean-the-end-of-democracy-187505
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-022-01404-9
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jun/14/central-bank-digital-currency-uk-economy
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More on CBDC and UBI

UBI     
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07jyrdq

https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/universal-basic-income-good-idea

https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/basic-income-funded-by-capital-income-by-yanis-varoufakis-2016-1
0

https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/why-universal-basic-income-is-a-bad-idea-by-daron-acemoglu-2019
-06

https://citizensincome.org/

https://www.thebalance.com/universal-basic-income-4160668

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05259-x

https://www.forbes.com/sites/worldeconomicforum/2016/11/10/shopping-i-cant-really-remember-what-that-is-or-ho
w-differently-well-live-in-2030/?sh=42b883f31735

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07jyrdq
https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/universal-basic-income-good-idea
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/basic-income-funded-by-capital-income-by-yanis-varoufakis-2016-10
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/basic-income-funded-by-capital-income-by-yanis-varoufakis-2016-10
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/why-universal-basic-income-is-a-bad-idea-by-daron-acemoglu-2019-06
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/why-universal-basic-income-is-a-bad-idea-by-daron-acemoglu-2019-06
https://citizensincome.org/
https://www.thebalance.com/universal-basic-income-4160668
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05259-x
https://www.forbes.com/sites/worldeconomicforum/2016/11/10/shopping-i-cant-really-remember-what-that-is-or-how-differently-well-live-in-2030/?sh=42b883f31735
https://www.forbes.com/sites/worldeconomicforum/2016/11/10/shopping-i-cant-really-remember-what-that-is-or-how-differently-well-live-in-2030/?sh=42b883f31735
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Sovereign/plain money CBDC : some practicalities

● Aim: a debt-free money supply which achieves a ‘growth-commensurate quantity of 
money’ as determined by a politically independent BoE committee (‘proactive issuance’)

● CBDC customer accounts probably managed as trust assets by commercial banks &/or 
other Payment Service Providers

● CBDC enters circulation via:
● BoE purchase of government bonds
● Short-term credit to commercial banks
● Seigniorage – given to Treasury to spend into circulation (cf. pre-modern coinage) via:

● General government expenditure
● Citizen’s dividend/ tax rebate/ Universal Basic Income

● Could circulate alongside commercial bank money initially

Source Source

after Huber, ‘Sovereign Money’

https://sovereignmoney.site/
https://positivemoney.org/publications/digital-cash/
https://sovereignmoney.site/
https://positivemoney.org/publications/digital-cash/
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Sovereign/plain money CBDC only
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Richard Douthwaite on a better ecology of money

Source

https://www.feasta.org/2006/05/18/the-ecology-of-money/
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